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INTRODUCTION 
One of the objectives of this paper is to prepare for a relatively elementary 
treatment of the reciprocity laws for special values of Hilbert modular 
functions. Our attention was drawn to this subject by a paper of Eichler 
[ 151, in which a significant portion of the theory of complex multiplication 
and reciprocity laws for special values of the j-function was developed by 
elementary methods, and by a modified version of Eichler’s treatment due to 
Chevalley [lo]. Eichler’s paper caused us to look more carefully at Hecke’s 
thesis and Habilitationsschrift (Nos. 1 and 4 of his Mathematische Werke), 
where it was shown that the special values of arithmetic modular functions 
for the Hilbert modular group of a real quadratic number field generate 
abelian extensions of certain CM-fields, and a reciprocity law for some of 
these special values was established. Subsequently Sugawara [39] studied the 
fields generated by division values of suitably normalized abelian functions 
with complex multiplication. However, both of Hecke’s papers, though 
basically correct in their thrust, contained mistakes in function theory, and 
Sugawara’s work, though useful in some ways, was marred by deficiencies. 
Therefore, in the case of modular functions of several variables it remained 
for Shimura and Taniyama [37,40] to make pioneering breakthroughs in 
developing a general theory of complex multiplication based on the theory of 
abelian varieties and their fields of moduli. This was developed much further 
by Shimura [36] in providing a general theory of canonical models and 
deriving from it a very general reciprocity law for special values of modular 
functions of several variables on classical domains of symplectic type. After 
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this, K. Miyake [32] proved similar results for domains whose 
automorphism groups are (up to a group extension) products of indefinite 
unitary groups, and K.-Y. Shih [35] dealt with the same problem for groups 
of spin type. The ideas surrounding the notion of canonical models were 
substantially clarified, reworked, and given a whole new perspective by 
Deligne [ 11, 121. This, together with ideas and results already proved by 
Shimura, enabled subsequent workers, notably Milne and Shih [ 3 11, M. V. 
Borovoi [7], and, rather recently and more completely, Milne again 1301, to 
develop a theory of canonical models and reciprocity laws that embraces all 
arithmetic quotient varieties, even the exceptional ones. These developments 
depend on some very elaborate and deep considerations on abelian varieties, 
Hodge structures, and their moduli, as well as results of D. Kazhdan 
[23, 241. 
In this very incomplete sketch of the history of the discovery of the 
reciprocity laws for special values of arithmetic modular functions of several 
variables, we have omitted mention of the important work of several 
mathematicians, especially that of Hasse and Deuring, for the case of one 
variable. In particular, the paper [ 171 of Hasse has been helpful for our 
efforts. The application of its ideas will become apparent in the sequel to this 
paper. 
What we propose to do here and in subsequent work is to develop certain 
aspects of the theory of Hilbert modular functions and their number-theoretic 
ramifications, obtaining some new results for these modular functions, and 
then to apply these results to Hecke’s original ideas and, following in part 
some of Eichler’s ideas in the paper just mentioned and others and the paper 
of Hasse [ 171, to recover in much more elementary fashion (independent of 
abelian varieties, etc.) some of the results related to reciprocity laws for 
special values of arithmetic modular functions of several variables with 
respect to arithmetic groups acting on tube domains. At least it is now clear 
how to do this for Hilbert modular functions, and we propose to begin by 
developing these ideas in three papers, of which this is the first, on the 
arithmetic theory of Hilbert modular functions. The three parts are: I. 
Arithmetic groups and Eisenstein series; II. Fourier expansions, modular 
forms, and Hecke’s thesis; and III. Reciprocity laws. It is envisioned in the 
future to use these results to obtain, at least for rational tube domains, a 
more elementary proof of general reciprocity laws for the special points of 
arithmetic quotient varieties. 
In the present paper, we obtain certain results on Hilbert modular 
functions which may be of independent interest. We first consider the 
arithmetic groups commensurable with the Hilbert modular group for a 
totally real number field. In Section 1, we summarize some needed known 
facts from the arithmetic theory of central simple algebras over a number 
field. In Section 2 we present certain results of H. Helling [ 19 1, who 
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classified the conjugacy classes of maximal arithmetic groups commen- 
surable with the Hilbert modular group. Helling’s results are very important 
for our applications and we have found an alternative method of proof for 
most of Helling’s results which is couched in adelic langguage. This in some 
ways seems conceptually simpler than Helling’s proof, and on account of its 
close relationship to the classification of maximal p-adic subgroups of an 
adjoint group studied by Iwahori and Matsumoto [21] and Bruhat and Tits 
[8] suggests an extensive generalization of Helling’s results. 
In Section 3 we recall Karel’s notion [22] of “saturated” arithmetic group. 
This type of arithmetic group, characterized as maximal in its isocuspidal 
class, has received attention because for such a group its field of modular 
functions is generated by Eisenstein series in the usual sense. Letting u be 
any fractional ideal of k and D its ring of integers, we denote by 9’0 the 
maximal order 
in M,(k). Then let rD be the image in PGL,(k) of 9,X, the group of units of 
s,, and rUi, the image in PGL, + (k) of the group 9:+ of units of SD 
having totally positive determinant. Two of the main results of Section 3 are 
that TO resp. To+ is saturated in PGL,(k) resp. in PGL,+(k) and that 
r,+(m), the principal congruence subgroup of Tot with respect to an integral 
ideal m of o, is saturated in PGL, +(k). This generalizes a result of L.-C. 
Tsao [41]. It is then important to know the maximal discrete subgroups of 
Hol(8”) containing these discrete subgroups of Hol($J,“)’ N PGL,+(lR)“. It 
turns out that such a discrete subgroup is contained in a group extension 
H+(k) of PGL,+(k), viewed as a subgroup of PGL 2t (IR)“, by the Galois 
group Gal(k/Q) = Aut(k) ( even when k is not a normal extension of Q), and 
that the unique maximal discrete subgroup of Hol(b”) containing To+, for 
example, is contained in the normalizer of To+ in H+(k). A somewhat more 
precise result is proved in Section 4. 
To explain the results of Section 5, we introduce the notion of 
automorphic form on the adele group (see [44]). Let G = RkIQGL2, let A 
resp. A(k) denote the adele ring of Q resp. of k, and for either use the 
subscript f to denote projection to the ring of finite (non-archimedean) 
adeles. Then G(Q) is to be naturally identified with GL,(k), G(A) with 
GL,(A(k)), and G’(Q) = GL,‘(k) resp. G+(A) = GL,+(A(k)) will denote 
the group of elements with totally positive determinants resp. with positive 
determinants at all the archimedean places. Let K be an open compact 
subgroup of G(A,) and K, be the normalizer of a suitably chosen maximal 
compact subgroup of G+(R). An automorphic form on G+(A) is to be a 
(scalar) C-valued function on G+(A) which is left-invariant under G’(Q), is 
right-invariant under K, and is to change under right translation by elements 
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of K, by a linear character of K, trivial on the center of G’(R). This gives 
rise to modular forms on the components of the infinite union 
X(A,J = G(A,) x G+ (R)/K . K, 
of hermitian symmetric spaces, which we restrict by requiring them to be 
holomorphic functions. The group G+(Q) acts on the left of X(Af) and the 
double coset space 
V= G+(Q)\X(A,) = G+(Q)\G&) x G+(R)/K . K, 
is then a quasi-projective variety having finitely many disjoint connected 
components 
V,=i-,\f?.G+(R).K/K, +K=Te\$“, e E G(A,), 
with f, denoting the arithmetic group 
G+(Q)nG+(R). OK, 
as well as the projection of this intersection into Hol($j”)’ = PG+ (R). 
Then in Section 5 we introduce Eisenstein series on Gt (A), which are 
certain modular forms in the above sense, constructed just as in [ 2 1. It is 
shown that on each component these Eisenstein series induce holomorphic 
modular forms given by a generalization of the same kind of Eisenstein 
series considered by Kloosterman in [ 26 1. (Cf. also Klingen 125 1.) 
The important point is that one is able more or less explicitly to determine 
the arithmetic groups for which these explicitly constructed Eisenstein series 
generate the field of automorphic functions. Such arithmetic groups are 
group extensions of the usual type of arithmetic subgroup of PGL, +(k) by a 
subgroup of the Galois group Gal(k/Q) that is described in number-theoretic 
terms. This complements and extends important work of Tsao [4 I] and will 
be useful later in applications to the program discussed earlier in this 
Introduction. 
1. KNOWN FACTS ON THE ARITHMETIC OF CENTRAL SIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
Let k be a number field of degree n over the rational number field Q, and 
let K be an extension of degree m > 1 over k. Let G be a central simple 
algebra of degree m (and of dimension m’) over k for which K is a splitting 
field and in which, therefore, K is embedded as a maximal commutative 
subfield. We shall recite here the main known facts we need in what follows 
in regard to the theory of ideals and maximal orders in 6 [9, 13, 18, 331. The 
main case of application here is that for which G is the algebra of m X m 
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matrices over k, and more particularly for which m = 2. Let o be the ring of 
integers (maximal order) in k, ox be its group of units. Let n be the ring of 
integers in K, and let 0’ denote any other order in K; of course, 0’ c 0. If 
A is any associative ring with 1, let M,,,,(A) be the A-module of m by m’ 
matrices over A and M,(A) = M,,,(A) denote the ring (or A-algebra if A is 
commutative) of m x m matrices over A; then M,,,,(A) is a right M,,(A)- 
and left M,(A)-module. Let GL,(A) be the group of units of M,(A). If 
S E M,(A), let ) S 1 be its determinant. 
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over k, let 
GL(k, v) = End,(V) ‘, and PGL(k, V) = GL(k, V)/k . Id,. Denote by .B a 
k-subalgebra of End,(V). By an o-lattice in V we mean an o-submodule A of 
V of finite rank such that A spans V as a k-vector space. By an o-order in 
,8, we mean a subring .R of .B containing 1 which is also an o-lattice in .J?. 
A subgroup of the multiplicative algebraic k-group .B ’ commensurable with 
.Sx is called arithmetic. With these notations and with A an o-lattice in V, 
let 
S?,, = End,(A)= {a E End,(V)]a . A CA); 
then S,, is an order in the algebra End,(V), and 5?,, = 5?,, f’ .B is an order 
in ,9. If G is an algebraic k-subgroup of 2 ‘, a subgroup of G commen- 
surable with <Rx n G is called arithmetic in G. 
The central simple algebra 6 is embedded in two ways as a subalgebra of 
End,(G), by its action through left multiplication on itself, called the left 
regular representation of G, and by its right regular representation. Any o- 
lattice ?I in G will be called an ideal of G, and the orders of ‘?I in G relative 
to the left and right regular representations of G will be called the left and 
right orders of U, respectively. Let 5? be the left order of ‘11 and SF’ be the 
right order. 2l is called integral if U c S?, which is equivalent to the 
requirement that ‘u c 5%“. U is called normal if .J?? is a maximal order, and 
this is equivalent to the requirement that 5%” be maximal. One defines the 
norm NU of a normal ideal !!I to be the fractional o-ideal of k given by the 
definition in [ 13, Chap. VI. Sect. 4, p. 831. This is the same as the g.c.d. of 
the reduced norms of the elements of ‘u, where the reduced norm of an 
element of 6 is defined as in [43, p. 1691. If 9 is also an ideal whose left 
order is equal to the right order of ‘u, then ?I&? is an ideal whose left order is 
that of ‘u and 
By way of example, let V be the k-vector space M,,,,(k) with M,(k) and 
M,,(k) operating on the left and right of V, respectively. M,,,,(o) is a lattice 
in V and its orders in M,,(k) resp. M,(k) are M,,(o) resp. M,(o). An o- 
ideal of M,(k) is commensurable with the additive group of M,(o). Every 
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subgroup of GL,(k) commensurable with GL,(o) will be called arithmetic. 
In case k is totally real and a E k, a s 0 will mean that a is totally positive, 
and GL, +(k) will denote the subgroup of S E GL,(k) such that 1 S 19 0, 
while o T will denote the group of totally positive units of o, and GL, ’ (0) 
will denote GL,‘(k) r’7 GL,(o), which is the same as the group of 
SEM,(o) such that JS] E 0:. With R denoting the real numbers, GL, + (W) 
will be the subgroup of g E GL,(R) such that det g > 0 and PGL,’ (IR) will 
be the image of GL,+(R) in PGL,(lR). 
Let A be a Dedekind domain with quotient field F of characteristic zero, 
and let M,‘(A) be the A-module of S E M,(A) having trace zero. One has 
the adjoint representation of GL,(A): 
Pa,(g) . s = &w~ g E GL,(A), S EM,‘(A). 
This representation is irreducible. If A = F, then the image of GL,(F) under 
this representation is the group of F-rational points PGL,(F) of the algebraic 
group PGL, , viewed as the quotient of GL, by its center. If k is a number 
field, with ring of integers o, the o-lattice M,,,‘(o) determines an o-structure 
on PGL,, and for any commutative o-algebra A, let PGL,(A) denote the 
projective image of GL,(A), which stabilizes M,‘(o) @,A = M,‘(A). If k is 
a totally real number field, denote the image of GL,‘(k) in PGL,(k) by 
PGL,+(k), and by PGL,’ (o) the intersection of the latter with PGL,(o). A 
subgroup of PGL,(k) commensurable with PGL,(o) is arithmetic. 
Let A(k), or simply A if k is fixed, denote the adele ring of k, which we 
may write as the direct sum of rings: 
A(k) = A(k), 0 4k)p 
where A(k), is the direct sum of the completions of k at the archimedean 
places of k and A(k)f is the restricted direct sum of the completions of k at 
the other, “finite” places of k. If W resp. G is a finite-dimensional vector 
space resp. an algebraic group functor defined over k, let W, = W, @ fi and 
G(A) be the group of points of G in the k-algebra A. We may write 
WA = WA,, Co w&f, G(A) = G,(A) x G,(A). 
The kernel of the canonical homomorphism of GL, onto PGL, is a torus, 
and therefore it has a local cross section. It follows [42, Chap. I] that the 
induced canonical homomorphism of adele groups maps GL,(A) onto 
PGL,(A). 
If/i is an o-lattice in W(k), let n(A) be the closure of rl in WA and I1(A,) 
resp. /1(/?~~) be its projections into W,,, resp. WAJ. If dim W = m, view the 
elements of W as column vectors, or transposes of row vectors, of length m 
with G = M,(k) operating on W, on the left and 6, = M,(A) operating on 
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WA. Let Cg,, be the order of/i in G. Then S?Z’* is a maximal order in G [9], 
its closure S?,,(a) is a locally compact ring, and B’,,(&) is a maximal 
compact subring of G,,. If/i ’ is another o-lattice in W, it is easily seen by 
local calculations that ,53’,, = SP,, , if and only if A ’ = ti for some fractional 
o-ideal a of k which is the same as to say that A ‘(ia,) = a . A(&) for some 
finite idele a E Af” . Moreover, the units of B?,, resp. of S,,(/+) are the 
elements (r E G ’ resp. 6i,f such that a 1 /i =/i resp. a . A(/&) =A(Af). 
Therefore, as one easily sees, the normalizer of S’,, resp. of S’,,(A,) in Gx 
resp. in G&. consists of all the elements a =p . A, where 1 E kx and 
/3 E &&?,,(A& resp. I = 1 and /I E a9,,(Af) are such that det /I = I/? / generates 
as principal ideal the ideal a”’ resp. I/3] apm belongs to the maximal compact 
subgroup of (idelic units of) A,? ; in the first case am is principal and the 
g.c.d. of the elements of any row or any column of /3 is a. Finally, every 
maximal order of G is of the form SJPA for some lattice /i 191. Therefore, 
every maximal compact subring of G A4 is of the form 5?,,(/Af). 
Given any lattice A in W, it is known [9] that A is isomorphic as D- 
module to one of the form 
A, = t(o, 0 ,..., 0, a), t denoting “transpose,” 
for some fractional ideal a of k, and that /i (1 is isomorphic to A ,+ if and only 
if a - a’, i.e., a and a’ are in the same ideal class. More particularly, if k is 
totally real, then /i 0, = p . rl o for some /I such that IpI> 0 if and only if a and 
a’ are in the same narrow ideal class: a-la’ = (e), 0 9 0. It follows from 
these facts that if we put SPa= ,“p,,, then SPo and 2Pa, are conjugate orders in 
6 if and only if the ideal class of ala-’ is the mth power of an ideal class, 
and that there exists p E Gx such that ]fi] s 0 and 
if and only if a’a- ’ belongs to the narrow principal class modulo mth 
powers of ideals. 
Every normal ideal U of G can be put in the form 
‘u = Hom,(II,A’) 
for o-lattices /i and A ’ contained in W (in fact, this is used in [9] as the 
means for defining the ideals of G, which means that the ideals of G 
considered in [9] are the normal ideals). 
If 32 is an order, two left S-ideals ‘?I and 3’ are called (“left”-) equivalent 
if there exists p E G ’ such that ‘3’ = ‘?I/?. If k is totally real and IpI + 0, call 
them narrowly equivalent. 
THEOREM A [ 141. If 9 is a maximal order of 6, two left .R-ideals ‘u 
and ?I’ are left equivalent if and only if N2I - NU’ as ideals in k, and 
narrowly equivalent if and only ifN% and NU’ are narrowly equivalent. 
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The first part of this is proved in [ 141, and the modification for narrow 
equivalence goes thus: Suppose N2I and NII’ are narrowly equivalent. Then 
by the first part there exists /I E 6’ such that ?I’ = 2Ip, hence 
N%’ = N2I . Np. Since N% and N%’ are narrowly equivalent, we have 
(N/3)=(0), 0~0, so thatF’.N/?is aunit&EoX. Ifm=l, theresultis 
completely trivial since then the reduced norm is the identity mapping. If 
m > 1, the right order of ‘?I is conjugate to a maximal order of the form 5?Pb, 
hence contains an element y of norm equal to E. Therefore, ‘?I’ = ‘?I$ = %/I’ 
with /I’ = y/3 satisfying I/?‘1 9 0. The converse relationship is trivial. 
As at the beginning of this section, 0’ denotes an order in the maximal 
commutative subfield K of 6, [K: k] = m, G = M,(k). Let .(5? denote a fixed 
maximal order of 6 and 2I be a left <R-ideal. One says that 0’ is optimally 
imbedded in 5P if .5? n K = 0’. An 0 ‘-module b c K is called a proper 0’ 
ideal of K if 0’ is its exact order, i.e., if 
0’ = (x E K]xb c b}. 
If c) is the maximal order of K, the conductor .F =.F(0’) of 0’ is the 
largest D-ideal contained in D’; .F is non-zero because the index ]D: 0’ ] is 
finite. 
Now suppose that m = 2, that is, K/k is a quadratic extension. By local 
calculations similar to those which apply in the case when k = Q and K is a 
quadratic extension of k [6; p. 13 1 ] one may show that any order 0’ of K 
which contains the ring of integers o of k is of the form 
and .F(O’) = f . D for some (integral) ideal f of o. Moreover, by local 
calculations (analogous to the global ones on pp. 138-139 of [6]) one may 
show that the non-zero proper D/-ideals of K containing o form a group 
under multiplication, the fact of an D/-ideal’s being proper ensuring its inver- 
tibility. (Note that the assumptions m = 2 and o c 0’ are essential for this. 
Cf. [6, p. 1391.) 
The following theorem is to be inferred from the theorems on p. 10 of 
[33]: 
THEOREM B. (E. Noether). Let 2I be a normal left g-ideal with right 
order 9l (9 and 9’ then being maximal orders of G = M,(k)). Suppose 
the order D)’ of K is optimally imbedded in both 2 and SF!‘: 
0’ = .9 n K = 9’ n K. Then there exist proper DC)‘-ideals a and b in K such 
that Ql= .%?a = 6.9”. 
One also has 
THEOREMC. If 0’ is an order of K, then there exists a maximal order 
5% of G such that 0’ is optimally embedded in 9: D’ = K n 9. 
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The following is well known: 
THEOREM D. If ‘u is a two-sided ideal of the maximal order 9, then 
‘U=Lza=a9 
for an o-ideal a of k. 
2. MAXIMAL ARITHMETIC SUBGROUPS OF PGL,(k) 
AND OF PGL,+(k) 
2.1. Statement of Main Results of Helling 
As before, let k be a number field of degree n over Q, and employ o, o ‘, 
etc., with the meanings given them in Section 1. Use German letters to 
denote (non-zero) fractional o-ideals, i.e., invertible, rank one, projective o- 
submodules, of k. Early letters of the German alphabet, a, b ,..., f ,..., will 
denote integral ideals, p, p’, q,..., prime ideals, and u, u,..., arbitrary fractional 
ideals. o,, denotes completion of o with respect to p. 
We want now to describe the maximal arithmetic subgroups of PGL,(k) 
and, when k is totally real, of PGL, ’ (k). For this we shall restate results of 
Helling [ 191 and provide alternative proofs for some of these. Some of the 
following notation is Helling’s. 
If u is any fractional ideal of k andf, any square-free integral ideal in o, 
denote by CJ [D; f] the order 
of M,(k). In the notation of Section 1, 9, = 0 [u; 11, and 2, is the order in 
M,(k) of the lattice 
t(~, u) c k’. 
It follows as a special case of the known results cited in Section 1 that 2, is 
a maximal order in M,(k) and that every maximal order in M,(k) is 
conjugate to some Z-P0 by an inner automorphism of M,(k). Moreover, if A is 
any o-lattice in k* whose order is B’,,, then there is a fractional ideal u in k 
such that /i = ‘(uu, u). If t(ul, UJ is an o-lattice in k*, where u, and u2 are 
fractional ideals, then t(u,, a*) is o-isomorphic to ‘(0, u) if and only if 
U,U*“U. It then follows that .5P,, is conjugate to B?V, in M,(k) if and only if 
for some fractional ideal u of k and a E kX one has 
u’ = auu’. (1) 
When this a > 0, write (l)+ in place of (1) for totally real k. Then 
.5Po, = ~L~?,P-’ for some p E GL, + (k) if and only if (l), holds. 
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Let us fix the order 0 [u; f]. Helling [ 191 describes a family of subgroups 
of PGL,(k) as follows. For each (square-free) integral divisor t of f, let R(t) 
denote a fixed system of ideals r representing those ideal classes t = t, such 
that r*t - 1. Define the following subsets of G,!,,(k): 
a=d=Omodrt , 
I) 
G”[n; f] = (S E G[o; f]l(ISl) = (1) = 0). 
(The latter is, in fact, a subgroup of GL,(k).) Denote by T[u; f] resp. T’[u; f] 
the respective images of these sets in PGL,(k). Use M, to denote T[D; I]. By 
[ 19, Satz 41, these images are in fact subgroups of PGL,(k), commensurable 
with the Hilbert modular group contained in PGLz+(k) when k is totally 
real. By local calculations, using the p-adic Iwasawa decompositions, one 
may prove that kX . G[u; f] is the normalizer of the order D[u; f] in M2(k)X. 
According to the Hauptsatz of [ 191, every arithmetic subgroup of PGL,(k) 
is conjugate to a subgroup of T[u: f] for some D and square-free f. 
These results will be proved here by methods different from those of 
Helling, together with other results more specifically designed for current 
purposes. The special assumptions added here may not be essential for 
general algebraic results. 
Assume now k is totally real and that f = (1) = o. In this case, rz - 1 for 
all r E R(l), and if we define 
r+ [u; l] = T[u; l] n PGL,+(k), 
then r+ [u; 1 ] will be the image in PGL, ’ (k) of the set 
G+[u; l]= u (SEr~,l()S))=rZ,jSJ401, 
raR(l),r~=(a),aFA 
and r+ [u; 11, which we denote by M,+, will be called Maass’ modular group 
associated to u. Let 
I’+3q, P,+ = {SE 9,” I ISI 9 O}, 
and let To resp. To+ be the image of these in PGL,(k). The group 
Tot = PGL,+(o) is the larger Hilbert modular group. Moreover, the index 
[M,+ : To+ ] is finite, and To+ contains the commutator subgroup of M,+, 
and the square of every element of M,+ ; hence, 
kf,+/l-,+ u z, x -*a x z,. 
If the class number of k is odd, then M,+ = Tot. 
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PROPOSITION 1. M,’ is the normalizer of TO’ in PGL,‘(k) and is the 
unique maximal arithmetic subgroup of PGL,’ (k) containing Tot . The same 
statements hold when the superscript ’ is omitted. 
2.2. Formulation and Proof in the Language of Adeles 
Our main tool is the study and classification of maximal open compact 
subgroups K of PGL,(AJ, or of open subgroups K of GL,(Af) containing the 
center Z(Af) of GL,(Af) and such that K/Z(Af) is compact. Let 
I(k) = A(k)X be the group of ideles of k (topologized in the usual way, not 
as a subspace of A(k)), which we may write as a direct product 
I(k) = I(k), x I(k),, 
in manner analogous to that for A(k), such that I(k), = A(k):, 
I(k), = /4(k);, and with I(k)2 denoting the identity component of I(k), . If 
x E I(k) and xr, its “finite” component, then xr determines a fractional ideal 
id(x) = id(x,) of k. 
If r is an arithmetic subgroup of PGL,(k), r stabilizes some o-lattice A in 
the representation space M,‘(k) (of two by two matrices of trace zero) for 
the adjoint representation, therefore the projection r, of r in PGL,(Af) 
stabilizes A(A,), and consequently Tr is contained in the compact stabilizer 
K,= (xEPGL,(IA,)Ix.A(~~)=A(~~)) 
of this lattice in PGL,(A,); therefore, r is contained in the arithmetic 
subgroup 
T, = PGL,(k) n PGL,(A,) . K, 
of PGL,(k). This means that if K is a maximal open compact subgroup of 
PGL,&), then 
T(K) = PGL,(k) n PGL,(A,) . K (2) 
is a maximal arithmetic subgroup of PGL,(k), and its projection into 
PGL,(A,) will be maximal discrete in the latter which is a Lie group. This 
is because the algebraic group 
PG = R ,,oPGL z 
has trivial center, so that every discrete subgroup of PG(IR) commensurable 
with the projection of an arithmetic subgroup of PGL,(k) is contained in the 
projection of PGL,(k) (cf. [5, Theorem 3(b)]). Note also that 
PG(a(Q)) N PGL,(A(k)) (cf. [42, Chap. I]) so that PG(lR) N PGL,(A(k),). 
What are all the maximal open compact subgroups of PGL,(&)? (For the 
rest of this section, as an argument of the algebraic group functor GL, or 
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PGL,, A = A(k).) From the definition of the topology on PGL,(Q, an open 
neighborhood of 1, the identity, contains the factor PGL,(oJ for almost all 
p. Let K(O) be the compact open subgroup of PGL,(A,) defined as the 
product 
K’O’ = ppp, K’o’ p= PGL,(o,). 
P 
If K’ is a compact subgroup of PGL,(A,), its projection on each factor 
PGL,(k,) is compact. Being compact, K’ is contained in the union of a finite 
number of cosets UK”’ of K(O). Each coset representative is of the form 
a = (a,), where for almost all finite u = p, a,e Kto)p=PGL2(oP), by 
definition of the elements of PGL,(AJ. Let S be a finite set of primes such 
that for every finite prime p 65 S and for each of the coset representatives a 
we have up E K(O),. Let K’, be the projection of K’ into PGL,(k,) for every p 
and define the two products 
K’O’ - S’ - n K(O),, H-s 
KS” = r[ K’,. 
ves 
Each of these groups is a compact subgroup of PGLz(A,) and K’ is 
contained in their product, 
KS” x K’O’,,. (3) 
If K’ is open, it must be a subgroup of finite index in a group of the form 
(3), and if K’ is maximal compact in PGL,(A/-), it must be open and equal to 
a group of the form (3), where K’, is a maximal open compact subgroup of 
PGL,(k,) for every p E S. 
Indeed, it is known that every maximal compact subgroup of PGL,(kJ is 
open and belongs to one of two conjugacy classes of such maximal open 
compact subgroups which are given explicitly in [21]; these conjugacy 
classes are described in 1271 by giving a representative in each class which is 
the image of an open subgroup H of GLJkJ such that H modulo its center 
is compact. Consider GL,(k,) as acting on kv2 supplied with the canonical 
basis e, = ‘(l,O), e2 = ‘(0, l), let Z be the subgroup of G,= GL2(kv) 
generated by ( ; z), h w  ere 7c is a prime element of the maximal compact 
subring oP of k,, let 2’ be the subgroup of G, generated by the element 
(z A), i(“)P= GL,(oJ, and i’ P be the subgroup 
EIZ(“)pJcE7tOp . 
i 
Then Z is a subgroup of index two in Z’, Z’ normalizes &IQ, and the two 
groups (Zf), = Zg resp. (Z’8’), = .Z’R’ are, respectively, the complete 
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inverse images in GL,(k,) of representatives K, resp. K, of the two 
conjugacy classes of maximal (open) compact subgroups of PGL,(k,), with 
respect to the canonical homomorphism 
p: GL2(kp) --f PGL,(k,). 
As in [21], Zl?co)p may be characterized as the stabilizer of the set of scalar 
multiples rc”Lo, v E Z, of the standard lattice Lo = ‘(op, oP) in k,‘. Let L, be 
the lattice t(~p, ~0,). Z’g’ may be described as the stabilizer of the set of 
lattice pairs (7c”Lo, TC”L~) and (n”L,, n “+‘Lo), v E Z, the totality of which is 
the orbit under Z’J?’ of the single pair (Lo, L i), and we have 
L,~L,~~o, Lo/L, ‘v L&L, 2: F,, 
the latter isomorphisms being those of vector spaces over the finite residue 
field F,= o,/no,. Let K”,, be the full inverse image p-‘(K’,) of K’, in 
GL,(k,). Assume K’ is maximal compact in PGL,(A,). Then 
and for each p either K”,, is the stabilizer of the set of multiples 7c”Lp of a 
single lattice L, in K,*, or is the stabilizer of the sets of multiples n”(Lp, L’ ,) 
and ?I”(L’~, XL,), v E Z, of lattice pairs, where L p/L’p E L’ p/xL p N F,, the 
residue class field. It is known, as remarked earlier, that the orbits of GL,(k) 
resp. GL,+(k) among the o-modules or lattices of rank two in k2 are in one- 
to-one correspondence with the ideal classes resp. narrow ideal classes of k, 
and an explicit representative of each orbit may, by known theorems 191, be 
taken in the form t(o, a), where a is a fractional ideal of k taken from a given 
ideal class f resp. narrow ideal class I+ of k. 
Returning to the preceding discussion of the maximal open compact 
subgroup K of PGL,(Af), let Sj be the set of primes p E S for which K, is 
conjugate to Ki, i = 0, 1. Fix the basis e i, e2 of k2 and for each prime p use 
these as the standard basis for kp2. Let A be the o-lattice in k* such that for 
each prime p&S, A,= t(op, oJ, for each p E S, /i,= L,, and let /i’ be the 
o-lattice in k* such that /i ’ p = n p for all p 4. S, and such that II ’ p = L’ p for 
all p E S, . Let f be the product of all primes p E S,, each taken to the first 
power: 
f= n p; 
PCS1 
thus f is a square-free integral ideal. Let f resp. 1, be the ideal class resp. the 
narrow ideal class associated to /1 and let u be an integral ideal in f resp. in 
t, which is relatively prime to f. Then there exists g E GL,(k) resp. GL,+(k) 
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such that g.A=L(l)=t (D, a). Let LC2) = g .A’ so that for every 
pES,,g.L’,=L’*‘,, while 
L’l’ _ t p- (op, op)-(2’p, L’l’ L’2’ pl p=Fp. 
It is easy to verify that SL,(o,) is transitive on the set of all lattices 
L”,,c L”‘, such that L(L’p/L”p~ F,, 
L,,= ‘(or, 7~0~) is just B’, 
while within SL,(o,), the stabilizer of 
as described above. Let P,, resp. P,+ be the 
stabilizer in GL,(k) resp. in GL,+(k) of the lattice L”’ and let 
f,, = P,, + = P, n SL 2(k). 
For each p E S,, let yPE SL,(o,) be such that yP. Lc2’,= L,,. By strong 
approximation, then, there exists y E P,, such that y E yP mod p2 for all 
n E S,. If S, is empty, let y be the identity. Finally, yg = g* E GL,(k) resp. 
GL,+ (k) and we let 
A,=g” .A, A,=g” .A’, 
and 
K”=g”Kg”-‘, r+= PGL,(A,) . K#n PGL,(k), 
1-+#= r#n PGL;(k). 
Then P resp. r+ # is (via projection into PGL,(A,) may be viewed as) an 
arithmetic subgroup of PGL,(A,) resp., when k is totally real, of 
PGL,+(A,)= PGL,‘(lR)“; in the latter case, T+# is commensurable with 
the Hilbert modular group. 
In case S, is empty, denote K by K,; the full inverse image of K, in 
GL,&) is Z(Af) . R,, where k, is the stabilizer of the closure of the lattice 
L”’ = ‘(0, u) in Af2 and is equal to fl,:,,,, koP, an open, maximal compact 
subgroup of GL,(h$), where for each p, K, is the group of units of the ring 
.S’DP which is the compact closure of 9, in M,(k,). Let f, = Z(A,) . kO and 
Z?,, = (l = (k,) E R,, det k, = 1 for all p }, 
and .S?,, = @ P90P, the compact closure of SO in M2(Af). It is easy to verify 
that M, and TO are, respectively, the projective images of B,, n GL,(k) and of 
k,n GL,(k), and that M,+ resp. To+ are the projective images of the inter- 
sections of these with GL,‘(k); this will shortly be done in explicit fashion. 
More generally, suppose r is a subgroup of PGL,(A,) E (R,,,PGL,)(IR) 
commensurable with PGL,(o); since PG = R,,,PGL, has no proper normal 
Q-subgroup H such that H(IR) is compact, it follows from Theorem 3 of 151 
that Tc PGL,(k) 2: PG(Q). This brings us back to the previous discussion 
by showing that r is among the arithmetic groups already considered, that is, 
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r is conjugate in PGL,(k) resp. in PGL,+(k) to a subgroup of (finite index 
in) one of the maximal arithmetic groups F resp. r+# we have already 
obtained. This gives us at least as much of Helling’s Hauptsatz [ 191 as we 
shall need for our purposes, because each of the groups r# is seen to be one 
of the maximal arithmetic groups T[a; fl described in [ 191. Since our main 
interest is in the groups M,= T[o; 11 for which this is obvious without 
further discussion, we leave the details of the other cases (f square-free, 
# (1)) to the reader. 
We still need to prove Proposition 1. Let N, be the normalizer of I?, in 
GL,(A,). Let 0 be the maximal compact subring of @$. N, is easily seen to 
normalize K,, also, as well as <@,, which is equal to the &module generated 
by R,, in M,&). Therefore N, must transform into itself the set z, of 
lattices (i.e., open compact i&submodules) of &’ having order *g2. It follows 
then from the earlier discussion of lattices and orders that N,= K,. Let r be 
an arithmetic subgroup of PGL,(k) containing the projective image of f,, 
which we denote by To,. Ta, c rD. r is contained in an open compact 
subgroup Z?, which in turn is contained in some maximal open compact 
subgroup I?* of PGL,(A,); we denote the complete inverse image of 8* in 
GL,(A,) by H*. We have 
where H, is open and maximal among compact-modulo-center subgroups of 
GL,(k,). On the other hand, since rD, CT, we have P,, c H*, so that H*, 
being closed, contains the closure of P,, , which, by strong approximation, is 
Z?,, = n,R,, where gp is conjugate in GL,(k,) to SL,(o,,). That is, H, 
contains a conjugate of SL,(o,). We know each H, is conjugate either to 
(Z@p or to (Z’Z?),; however, SL,(o,) cannot be conjugate to a subgroup of 
(Z’K’), because SL,(o,) stabilizes the lattice ‘(o,, op) but not any sublattice 
of index Np in it, whereas the unique maximal compact subgroup Z?’ of Z’k’ 
stabilizes t(op, op) together with a sublattice of index Np. Therefore, H, 
is conjugate to (Z&), and H* = Z(Af). n,,fo,,= E,= N,. Therefore 
rcp(z,)n PGL,(k). The normalizers of To and off,, in GL,(k) are now 
easily seen to be the same, and equal to the normalizer in GL,(k) of R,, and 
therefore equal to K, n GL,(k); therefore, p(k,) n PGL 2(k) is the normalizer 
of r, in PGL,(k). 
To see that p(I?Jn PGL,(k) is equal to M,, let S = (F i) = 
z . R E Z(A,) . R,, z E Z(+), R E R,, and if also S E GL,(k), z = { e I,, and 
id.([) = g.c.d.(a, b, c, d) = a, a fractional ideal of k, and (IS I) = a*; therefore, 
SE G[u; 11. Note that a2 - 1. Moreover, every S’ in G[n; 11 can be so 
described. Therefore, M, =p(I?,) n PGL,(k), and is the unique maximal 
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arithmetic subgroup of PGL,(k) containing TV. By restricting the preceding 
discussion to subgroups of GL,+ (k) and PGL, + (k), we obtain Proposition 1. 
Note that in the course of the proof M, = p(Z?,) f? PGL,(k), the explicit 
form of S E g,, obtained makes it clear that if S E GL,(k), then p(S)* E rl, 
and that if also S’ satisfies the same conditions, then the commutator 
(p(S), p(S’)] E TO. Hence, MO/T, is abelian of type (2, 2,..., 2). 
For some purposes it is more convenient to express g, as follows: Let 
(r = a(u) be an idele of k, (r E I(k), such that id.(o) = u-‘, and let 
a> = (“d y ). Recalling that Z? (“‘p = GL,(o,), define 
then 
As a consequence of the proof of Proposition 1, we obtain: 
COROLLARY. The groups I?, and III-~ determine each other in the 
following ways: Given I?,, form the group K, = Z(Af) . i?,; then 
M, = p#J n PGL,(k). 
If we are given M,, then f,, = p- ‘(M,) C-I SL,(k), ko, is the adelic closure of 
f,, in SL2(Af], and I?, is the unique maximal compact subgroup of the 
normalizer of K,, in GL,(AJ. 
3. SATURATED ARITHMETIC GROUPS 
3.1. Saturated Subgroups of PGL,(k) and PGL,+(k) 
Unless otherwise indicated, we retain the notation of previous sections. In 
particular, 
I?(‘) = n GL,(o,), k’, = Ucd~co’, id. (a) = u -‘, 
P 
and 
p: GL,+ PGL, 
is the canonical homomorphism of algebraic groups defined over k, and we 
let 
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We define 
for any open subgroup I? of GL,(l$) containing Z(A,) and such that 
k/Z(Af) is compact. A subgroup of GL,(k) resp. of PGL,(k) may be viewed 
as a subgroup of GL,(A,) resp. of PGL,(A,) via projection into the latter, 
without in each case necessarily referring explicitly to this fact. Let Pkl be 
the projective line over k with point at infinity denoted by co or by t [ 1: 0] in 
the standard homogeneous coordinates. B, will denote the stabilizer of co in 
PGL,(k), N(k), the pre-image of B, in GL,(k) under p, and B,+ resp. N+(k) 
will denote the corresponding subgroups of PGL,’ (k) resp. of GL,+ (k). 
N(k) consists of all the upper triangular matrices in GL,(k) and 
N+(k) = p -‘(Bk ‘) of those of totally positive determinant. 
Let r, r’ be arithmetic subgroups of PGL,(k). If r’ c r, one has a natural 
mapping 
r’aB, --) raB,, a E PGL,(k), 
of double cosets. The same is true if B, and PGL,(k) are replaced by B,’ 
resp. PGL: (k). If this mapping is injective, then r and r’ are called 
isocuspidal. If r is a maximal element among the set of those arithmetic 
subgroups of PGL,(k) resp. PGL,’ (k) with which it is isocuspidal, then r is 
called saturated in PGL,(k) resp. in PGL,+(k). It is known [5] that a 
subgroup of PGL,(R)” commensurable with an arithmetic subgroup of 
PGL,(k) is contained in PGL,(k). 
THEOREM 1. Let u be a fractional ideal of k. Then TO resp. Tot is a 
saturated subgroup of PGL,(k) resp. of PGL t (k). 
Proof. The proofs for rll and TV+ being essentially the same, we carry 
out the proofs only for Tot. Let r be an arithmetic subgroup of PGL, ’ (k) 
containing ro+ and isocuspidal with Tot. We have seen at the end of Section 
2 that the projection rf of r in PGL,(/$) is contained in p(k,). Let 
gEr,-r,+ and let g be a pre-image of g in KDf3 GL,’ (k),. We may write 
g = z * k, z E Z(A,), k E g’,, z = [ . I,, c E Z(k),, and det(k) is a unit idele, 
while det g is principal, hence cz - 1. If < - 1, [ = u . a, a E k ‘, u being an 
idelic unit, u . I E Z(K). But then p(g) =p(u . k) E To+ since u . k = 
a ~ ‘g E GL,’ (k). Suppose [ is not -1. Since r and To+ are isocuspidal, one 
has to have 
therefore 
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so that p-‘(g) f7 GL,+(k) 3 g = c. k, which implies g E goNi(k) because 
p-‘(l) f7 GL,+(k) = Z(k) c Nt (k). Hence, [a I, belongs to l?, . N(k), i.e., 
there exists 
n EN+(k), a,b,dEk,adEkT, 
such that n = c . k-i, 
a compact group, so that [-‘a is a unit, meaning [ - (a) - 1, contrary to 
assumption. 
Therefore To+ is saturated among arithmetic subgroups of PGL, + (k). 
3.2. The Intersection of Saturated Groups is Saturated 
We recall 1221 that if Z-r c Tz are arithmetic subgroups of 
H+(lR)= Hol(8”) commensurable with the Hilbert modular group of a 
totally real number field k and if P+(R) is the k-parabolic subgroup of 
H’(W) fixing the point ice of the boundary of 3j”, then T, and r2 are called 
isocuspidal with respect to Pt if the double cosets P+(k) aT, and P+(k) aT, 
are equal for every a E GL,’ (k); in other words, fundamental domains for 
r, and Tz have the same cusps. An arithmetic group Tz is called saturated if 
it is maximal among those arithmetic groups with which it is isocuspidal, 
and the saturation of an arithmetic group ri is the smallest saturated 
arithmetic group containing (and of course isocuspidal with) r1 . 
We need to make use of Corollary 6.5.2 of [22]. However, the proof given 
of it in Section 6.5, lot. cit., needs modification to make it correct. Namely, 
the first six lines of the proof of Lemma 6.5, lot. cit., are not correct, even 
though the lemma itself is true. Rather, it should be observed that if A is an 
arithmetic subgroup of H(Q) or, in our case, of Ho(Q) which may be iden- 
tified with PGL*+(k), and if r is an arithmetic subgroup of A, then a double 
coset AaB, is a union of double cosets MB,; therefore, an Eisenstein series 
for A is a simple linear combination of Eisenstein series for r. Define q,. to 
be the quotient mapping of 8” onto r\sj” for any arithmetic subgroup r of 
H(Q). It follows immediately then from the assumption 
(in the notation of 122, p. 1601) that also 
AYn Oq~Ot=A!FmoqA. 
The first six lines of the proof of the Lemma 6.5, then, may be corrected 
by substituting A for r and A !Pm for r ul,, and the remainder of the proof 
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also corrected by appropriate substitution of d for r. Then from the 
foregoing follows the correctness of Corollary 6.5.2 of [16], namely that the 
intersection of two saturated arithmetic subgroups of Hol(B”), the 
holomorphic automorphism group of 5” (see the Introduction), is saturated 
in Hol(B”). However, it follows at once from Corollary 6.5.1 of [22] that if 
r is any arithmetic subgroup of Hol(b”) and if A is its saturation in 
Hol($j”), then A contains every arithmetic group containing r and which is 
isocuspidal with r. Therefore, we also obtain that the intersection of two 
saturated arithmetic subgroups of PGL,+ (k) is saturated in PGL, ’ (k). 
Therefore, if r and A are arithmetic subgroups of PGL, ’ (k) with r c A, and 
if A is saturated in PGL,+(k), then the saturation r# of r in PGL,‘(k) is 
contained in A. We now use this to prove that a principal congruence 
subgroup r,+(m) of Tot is saturated. 
3.3. Principal Congruence Subgroups Are Saturated 
Let u be a fractional ideal of k and let So be as defined earlier, so that TD 
resp. r. + is the projective image of the group 9 ,” resp. of 9 t+ = (S E 9 k / 
/ SI $0). Let m be an integral ideal in o and 
r,(m) resp. To+(m) is defined as the projective image of 9 t(m) resp. of 
.9~+(m) in PGL,+ (k), viewed as (diagonally) imbedded in PGL, + (R)” via 
the n imbeddings of k in R. For any arithmetic subgroup r of PGL,+ (k), let 
P be the smallest saturated arithmetic subgroup of PGL, +(k) containing r. 
As we know, by the cited Lemma 6.5.2 of 1221, Tie! is the intersection of all 
saturated arithmetic subgroups of PGL,‘(k) containing it. In particular, one 
has 
ro+ (m)“c ro+ (1) 
because To+ is saturated in PGL, + (k). 
Denote by 0 the maximal compact subring n p D p of Af. We may identify k 
with a subring of Af via the natural inclusion of k in A =/A(k) followed by 
projection on the ring Af of finite adeles. 
Denote rO+ (m)” by r#. Bk+ is the subgroup of PGL, + (k) fixing co ; let 
Nt (k) be its full inverse image in GL,’ (k), consisting of the upper 
triangular matrices with totally positive determinant. Then p(Nf (k)) = Bk’. 
We have p(~~+(m))=r,+(m)cr#cr,+ =p(S,l,). Let r’=p-‘(P)n 
9:+. The condition for rD + (m) to be isocuspidal with 1”# is expressed by 
r#gcr,+(m)gB,+ for all g E PGL, ‘(k), 
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or in other words, 9:+(m) c Fc .9,“,(m) . gN+(k) for all g E GL,+(k) 
(using the notation gA =gAg-i), and this amounts to saying that 
F= 9:+(m) . (gN+(k) nF) 
for every conjugate gN+ (k), g E GL, ’ (k). Choosing first g = 1, so that 
‘N’ = N’, and then g such that nNt consists of lower triangular matrices, 
one infers that if y’= (F i)E f, then bE n’rn and cE urn. Next assume 
that u and m are relatively prime integral ideals of o. Let g = ( I : i ) and 
assume that y” = (F I;) E f. The elements of nNi are of the form 
and for this to belong to T”c A?: , we must have r E D c o, p, q E o, and 
since det(v) = ~(7 + r), we must have p, v + r E o ‘, the group of units of o. 
If 
and F=Y,v, 
we have 
(i) cl@ + t) + d,r = 0. This, together with the relations d, = 
u E ox mod m, c, E urn, r E u, and (a, m) = 1, implies that t E urn. Since 
b, E u - ‘m, this implies b, 7 E m, and since a, = d, = u mod m, we obtain 
a = alp = up mod m. Likewise d = d,q = uy mod m. But we have 
(ii) b, q + a,(q - p) = b E u -‘m, by our earlier calculations, and 
b,q E a-‘m, therefore, a,(v-p)Eu-‘mno=m, since (u, m) = 1. 
Therefore q = p mod m and finally 
a-d-upEoXmodm, 
that is, v E AFD+(m). Hence P= r,‘(m). In general if we assume only that u 
is a non-zero fractional ideal of k, not necessarily prime to m, then there 
exists a E k,X such that au is integral and (au, m) = 1. Let p(a) = (g y). 
Then 
since conjugation by p(o)-’ is an automorphism of M,(k) and defines an 
isomorphism of the order .R,+ onto the order 9,,+. Since Tot(m) is 
saturated and since the conjugate within PGL,+(k) of a saturated arithmetic 
subgroup is clearly saturated in PGL,+(k), we have (see Tsao [41] for the 
case u = (1)): 
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THEOREM 2. The group Tot (m) is saturated in PGL zt (k), for any non- 
zero fractional ideal o and any non-zero integral ideal m in o. 
4. ARITHMETIC SUBGROUPS OF THE HOLOMORPHIC AUTOMORPHISM GROUP. 
4.1. Arithmetic Subgroups of Certain Group Extensions 
Let k be a totally real number field with [k: Q] = n, and let 
.Y = Gal(k/Q) = Am(k), even if k is not a normal extension of Q. Let Z be 
the set of all isomorphisms u of k onto a subfield of R. We may use 
c = (a, ,...) u,), taken as an ordered n-tuple, to identify .Y with a subgroup of 
the symmetric group S, as follows: If r E g’, C . t consists of the same 
elements as C, arranged in a different order, namely, that associated to the 
permutation 71, E S, given by the relation 
uj * 5 = Uarti), j = l,..., n. (1) 
We define a semi-direct product H(IR) resp. R(lR) of PGL,(R)” resp. of 
GL,(R)” by S, in allowing rr E S, to act as a permutation of the n factors. If 
we denote elements of the semi-direct product H(lR) of PGL,(R)” by S, by 
means of pairs (a, rc), a E PGL,(R)“, rc E S,, then 
(a,, %>(a* 7 712) = @I azX’, 711 %I 
defines the group law in H(lR) appearing in the exact sequence 
1 -+ PGL,(iR)” + H(R)+ S, + 1. 
Define a semi-direct product H(k) resp. I?(k) of PGL,(k) resp. of GL,(k) by 
52’ in allowing t E Y to act on the k-rational points in its role as an 
automorphism of k. Finally, define an injection of PGL,(k) resp. of GL,(k) 
into PGL,(lR)” resp. GL,(R)” by 
PGL,(k) 3 a w (au’ ,..., au”), 
and similarly for GL,(k). In the case of PGL,, we obtain the diagram 
1 - PGL,(k) A H(k) - F - 1 
lq j 1 
1 - PGL,(lR)” - H(lR) L S, - 1 
(2) 
where the dashed arrow can be filled in with a uniquely determined natural 
injection r determined by v and by the map r tt n, of Y into S,. We shall 
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therefore view H(k) as a subgroup of H(R). Denote by (2)+ the same 
diagram in which PGL, and H are replaced by PGL: and H+, respectively, 
by which means we shall define H+(k) and H’(R). 
We have already described the family of conjugacy classes of maximal 
arithmetic subgroups of PGL,(k) and of PGL,+(k) and a family of saturated 
congruence arithmetic subgroups of certain of these. We now describe 
certain maximal arithmetic subgroups of H(k) and of H+(k). Later we shall 
do the same thing for discrete subgroups of H(lR) and Ht (IR) commen- 
surable with an arithmetic subgroup of PGL, ‘(k) by showing that every 
such discrete group is contained in H(k). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a subgroup of H(k) containing Tr as a 
subgroup offtnite index and let Nk(Tp) be the normalizer of Tr in H(k). Then 
A =N/c(rJ, [ND’.): r,l ’ f ‘t IS tnt e, and therefore Nk(To) is the unique maximal 
subgroup of H(k) containing T,, as a subgroup offlnite index. Precisely the 
same statements hold with H(k) replaced by Ht (k). 
Proof. Let A0 = An PGL,(k). A0 is a normal subgroup of A and 
r,c A’. By Proposition 1 of Section 2.1, one knows that A0 c M,, that A0 
normalizes r,, and that M, is the unique maximal subgroup of PGL,(k) 
containing A0 as a subgroup of finite index. Since To c A0 c M, and MO/T, is 
abelian, A0 is normal in M,. Since A normalizes A’, it follows that A also 
normalizes M,. 
The group H(k) is the semi-direct product of PGL,(k) by Y, and an 
element of H(k) may be represented by a pair (a, a), where a E PGL,(k) and 
u E Y. If (a, u) normalizes M,, it normalizes the projection p-‘(M& of 
p- ‘(M,) in GL,(Af), where a acts as an element of the adjoint group and cr, 
as usual on &= A(k), (cf. [42, p. 51); therefore, (a, a) normalizes the group 
of elements & of p- ‘(M,) such that det & is a unit, that is, (a, a) normalizes 
Since r@(&,)) = To c M, (cf. Section 2.2), this proves that (a, a) normalizes 
rD. Therefore, A c Nk(ro). We have also shown that N&V,) = Nk(rrr). 
Finally, by Section 2, one has 
N&-J n PGL,(k) = M,. (3) 
We have [N#J: M,] < co because [H(k): PGL,(k)] = ]g] < n. Therefore 
[NC& r,l < 00. 
The last statement, with H(k) replaced by Ht (k), follows at once by 
replacing H(k) by Ht (k) and PGL,(k) by PGL,’ (k) in the above proof. 
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4.2. Maximal Arithmetic Subgroups of H(IR) 
Let Rklq denote the ground-field reduction functor [42]. If 0 is any k- 
rational object (matrix over k, variety,...) and if ci E Z, 1 < i < n, put 
8”’ = Pi. Denote by I” the algebraic algebra M, of two by two matrices, 
defined over k, and put V = RklQ V’. Then as algebras over R we have 
V’(iR) = V’(k) Ok F? N M&R), 
V(m) = V(Q) OqiR N M&R) @ ... @M,(lR) (n copies of M,(R)). 
GL, = M:, the algebraic group functor which for any field K gives the 
group GL,(K). 
From properties of Rklq, we have 
V’(k) N V(Q) c, V(IR) 
from which one derives inclusion mappings 
M,(k) + M,(R) o -a. o M,(R), GL,+(k+ GL,+(lR)“, 
PGL,(k) -& PGL,(IR)“, PGL,+(k)APGL,+(lR)“, 
where 7 is the mapping introduced previously. These mappings are all 
explicitly realized in the form 
e b (e(l),..., e(n)). 
This provides us with the commutative diagram (2)+, together with the 
diagram 
1 - GL,+(k) - H+(k) - .Y + 1 
“i 
;I 
I 
3 
? 
l-GL,+(lR)“---tH+(IR)-S,- 1 
Let fi be the upper half complex plane, 
fi:Imz>O, 
a”, the n-fold Carrtesian product of $j with itself. The group Hol(Sj) of all 
holomorphic automorphisms of sj is realized as the group PGL,’ (IR) = 
GL,+(l?)/IR x via linear fractional transformations: 
az + b 
:zI--t- 
cz+d’ 
Imz>O, ad-bc>O, 
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in which the center of GL,+(lR) acts trivially. (PGL,(iR) may in similar 
fashion be identified with a subgroup of Hol(C’), where C’ = C - R, the 
complex plane minus the real axis, and the elements of negative determinant 
interchange the upper and lower half planes.) Moreover, the group extension 
H’(R) of PGL,+(lR)” by S, is the group Hol($j”) of all holomorphic 
automorphisms of Sjn, and PGL,+(R)” is the identity component H+(lR)’ 
of the Lie group H+(lR). (I? Cartan, “CEuvres Completes,” Part I, Vol. II, 
pp. 1285, 1295-1296.) Then, via the maps q and < in (2)+, each of the 
arithmetic groups r c PGL,+ (k) considered earlier acts in properly discon- 
tinuous fashion on 9”. We may view H+(k) as a subgroup of 
H+ (IF?) = Hol(Jj”). 
THEOREM 3. Let r be an arithmetic subgroup of PGL, + (k) and let A be 
any discrete subgroup of H(R) containing T. Then A is contained in H(k). If 
A c H+(lR), then A c H+(k). 
Proof: The last statement is a trivial consequence of the preceding since 
H+(k) = H(k) n H+ (R), with the usual identification of H(k) with a 
subgroup of H(R). 
We construct the adjoint representation Ad of the Lie group PGL,(lR)” on 
a subspace of V(iR) and then extend Ad to all of H(lR) in the manner we 
now describe. We may write 
V(R)= VI’@)+ **- + V,‘(lR), V,‘(lR) N M#R), j = l,..., n. 
Let Voj’ be the matrices of trace zero in Vi’ and define 
v. = VOl’ @ *** @ VO”‘, 
and let %l be the homomorphism of GL,(lR)” into the group End(V,) 
defined by: If 
s = ts, ,***> S,), Sj E GL,(‘), j = l,..., n, 
then 
Z(S) . (VI’ @ . . . @ v,‘) = s‘V,~ + . . . + SnZlnt, 
where sjvjl = sjvj~sJ7’. Clearly a(GL,(R)“) may be identified with 
PGL,(R)“. Let S, act on V, via permutation of the summands. Then S, 
normalizes Ad(GL,(lR)“) = PGL,(lF?)“, and together with it generates the 
semi-direct product H(lR), now viewed as acting on I’,. View Endn(Vo(R)) 
as a Q-algebra and H(R) as a subgroup of the group GL(V,(lR)) of units of 
E&Pot~))~ 
Let J = Rk&n4ect.sp. (V,‘)), so that &(I?) may be identified with 
End,(Vo/,,‘(R)) + e-a + Endn(V,,‘(R)), 
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as a Q-subalgebra of End,@,,). The group (R,,oPGL,)(R), isomorphic to 
PGL,(lR)” as a group defined over R, operates on V,, = RkIQV,,’ through the 
adjoint representation, and commutes with every element of the center of 
d(lR). Then 
PGL,(k) LV (R,,QPGL,)(Q) c sf(l?)‘. 
Let A be the Q-linear span of PGL,(k) and A,, the Q-linear span of r. One 
has 
A, = A = EndqVdQ)). 
Moreover, by [5], r is Zariski dense in PGL,(k) (which is to say both sets 
have the same Zariski closure). Therefore, any vector subspace of 
End&‘,,(Q)) which contains (the image of) r also contains PGL,(k), conse- 
quently, A = A,. 
We return to the vector space V’ defined over k such that V’(k) = M,(k), 
and denote by V,‘(k) the matrices in M,(k) of trace zero. We have PGL,(k) 
acting upon V,‘(k) in the adjoint representation. If we identify V,,(Q) with 
V,,‘(k), then the linear span over Q of the image of PGL,(k) in End,( V,‘(k)) 
may be identified with A. To complete the proof of the theorem, we need: 
PROPOSITION 3. A = End,(V,‘(k)). In particular, the center of A may be 
identlped with k . Id,,,,. 
Proof. Let (li, be the Lie algebra of k-rational points of the Lie algebra 
of PGL,, viewed as k-linear endomorphisms of V,‘(k). By considering 
nilpotent elements in the root spaces of 0, and their images under the 
exponential map, and by taking commutators, it is easy to show that the Q- 
linear span of PGL,(k) contains all of 8,, i.e., 8, c A. 8, is a Lie 
subalgebra of M,(k) = End,(V,‘(k)) supplied with the usual bracket 
operation. If we consider the associative Q-subalgebra B of M3(k) generated 
over Q by the elements of 6,, it is not hard to show that B is all of MI(k). 
Since B is obviously contained in A, we have A = B, and this completes the 
proof of the proposition. 
Now let g E H(R) = PGL,(IR)” K S, and assume g normalizes IY We may 
write g = (/I, rr), /I = v, ,..., /3,), pi E PGL,(IR), j = l,..., n, 71 E S,. If we view 
g as an element of GL( V,,), the assumption that g normalizes r implies that g 
normalizes the Q-subalgebra A = A, = B = M,(k) of End(V,). Both da, 1) 
and (1, rr) act by Q-algebra automorphisms on End,(V,,(R)), hence g = (/I, n) 
acts as a Q-linear automorphism of A and maps the center B(A) onto itself. 
The element Ad@) on V,, centralizes every element z E %(A); therefore, the 
permutation 71 acts as a Q-linear automorphism on %(A) which is 
isomorphic as a Q-algebra to k by the proposition; that is, rc may be iden- 
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tilied with an element r of Aut(k) = .F’. This means that for an element 
(a) E -Z(A) c 6~~ End,( Voj’): 
(a) = (a”‘,..., a”“) E B(A), a E k, 
we have 
(1, 7r)(a) = (a”~“‘,..., aOn = (a’) = (aful*) ,..., aCOnT)). 
Hence, r is defined as the element of Aut(k) such that OjZ = onci,,j = l,..., n. 
Therefore, (1, n) is a Q-linear automorphism of A = M3(k), and hence CJ?, 1) 
is also a Q-linear automorphism of A. But by the definition of what are the 
Q-rational points of RklQ PGL,, or the k-rational points of PGL, in the 
adjoint representation, it follows that 
P = (pl ,***, PA /jj = s”j, j = l,..., n. 
for some S E PGL,(k). Thus g E H(k), N,,,,(T) c H(k). 
We assumed A to be a discrete subgroup of Z-Z@) containing an arithmetic 
subgroup r of PGL,(k). Then A0 is a discrete subgroup of PGL,(IR)” 
containing r, therefore, by results in [5], it follows that [A’: I’] < 00. Since 
[A: A’] < [H(iR): H(lR)O] < co, it follows that [A: r] < co. Replacing r by 
an (arithmetic) subgroup of finite index, we may assume r is normal in A. 
By the preceding results, this implies A c H(k). This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
COROLLARY. The group To is contained in a unique maximal discrete 
subgroup of H(lT?), and that maximal discrete subgroup of H(R) is the 
normalizer Nk(rs) of To in H(k). Similarly, the normalizer Nkt(rDf) of To+ 
in H+(k) is the unique maximal discrete subgroup of H’(lR) containing To’. 
We have 
Nk+(rl+)nPGL2+(k)=M,+, 
Nk(ro) n PGL,(k) = M,. 
Proof. This follows at once by using Theorem 3 in conjunction with 
Proposition 2 of Section 4.1 and Proposition 1 of Section 2. 
It remains to determine Nk(ro) resp. N,’ (r,+) as group extensions of M, 
resp. of M,+ by certain subgroups of Gal(k/Q). In fact, H(k) operates as a 
group of automorphisms on M,(k) since PGL,(k) and Gal(k/Q) do, and the 
group actions are consistent with the group extension. Moreover, the order 
9’,, is generated as an o-algebra by its subset rD; therefore, the normalizer of 
r, in H(k), viewed as pairs (p, a) with /? E PGL,(k) and o E g’, consists of 
the pairs @, o) such that Ad /?(9,) = 9?,. On account of the relation (1) of 
Section 2.1, this is true for given u E 59 for some p E PGL,(k) if and only if 
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D and n0 belong to the same ideal class modulo squares of ideal classes. Let 
the ideal class of I) modulo squares of ideal classes be denoted by 6 and let 
3’?i be the group of CJ E 3’ such that aii = 6. Let Y,+ be the similarly defined 
group for the narrow ideal class of u modulo squares of ideals. This 
discussion gives us: 
THEOREM 4. The normalizer Nk(ro) resp. Nk’ (rot ) of r,, resp. of Tot in 
H(k) resp. He(k) is the group extension 
l+M,+ N/#-J-g-- 1 
resp. 
l+M,+ -Nk+(r,+)-,&+~ 1 
where all the symbols are as earlier described. 
5. EISENSTEIN SERIES 
5.1. Automorphic Forms on the Adele Group 
As before let G = RkmGL,, where now we assume k to be a totally real 
number field of degree n > 1 over Q. In Section 5 we let A(Q) = A resp. A(k) 
denote the adele ring of Q resp. of k viewed as a Q- resp. k-algebra, and 
use the subscripts f and co to refer, respectively, to non-archimedean and 
archimedean components for either one. Thus G(A) will be the adele group 
of G, canonically identified with GL,(A(k)), G(/$) will be the subgroup of 
G(A) of elements having archimedean component equal to the identity 1, and 
G+(A), the subgroup of G(A) whose elements have archimedean component 
in G+ (IR). Denote by K a compact open subgroup of G(&). Then 
r=T(K)=G+(Q)nG(IR).K (1) 
is an arithmetic subgroup of G’(Q) 2: GL,+(k). View G+(R) N GL,+(lR)” 
as acting via PGL,+(lR)” on Sj” and let K, be the stabilizer in G’(lR) of the 
point 
i.e = (i, i ,..., i) E 8”. 
It may be taken as the group of n-tuples of matrices 
(8, ,..., g,,> E GL,+ (R)” 
such that each gi has the form 
aj Pj 
i ) -Pj aj ’ 
cLj* +pj' > 0, 
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which is an algebraic subgroup of G+(R) defined over Q. Then 
K, = Z+(R) . K,‘, where Z is the center of G and K,’ is a maximal 
compact (torus) subgroup of G+(lR), Z+(iR) = G+(iR) n Z(R), and 
9” = G+(R)/K,. 
Let x be a one-dimensional rational character on K,, defined over Q, 
which is trivial on Z(R). We note that the group K,’ n Z(lR) is finite of 
type (2, L, 2) and has order 2”, and that the group X of such characters x 
is an infinite cyclic group. If g = (g, ,..., g,) E G+(lR) and z = (z, ,..., z,,) E 
8”, j(g, z) will denote the functional determinant of g at z which is the 
product 
where for 
E GL,+(R) and Z” E 5, 
A&, d = (a,& - bVc,)(c,z, + d,)-* 
is the functional determinant of g, at z,. If k = (k, ,..., k,) E K,‘, 
k, = 
cos 6” 
-sin 8, 
then j(k,, i) = e2ieu, and k + j(k, i.e) determines a rational character x0 of K, 
which is trivial on Z(R), and x0 is a generator of X. (The mapping k, -+ eiel, 
does not come from a rational character of K, which is at the same time 
trivial on Z(lR).) Therefore, if x E X, we may write x =x0”‘, w  E P. We shall 
assume w  > 0. The non-negative integer w  will be called the weight of x. 
With these assumptions, we consider the family d’(K, w) of continuous 
complex-valued functions v, on G+(A) satisfying the following conditions (cf. 
[44, pp. 17-24, 63-661): 
(9 &M&J =x(k,) v(g), g E G+(A), YE G+(Q), k E K k, E Km; 
(ii) v(gz) = q(g), g E G+(A), z E Z’(A), the center of G+(A); 
and which satisfy a condition (iii) which we shall now explain. Let J be the 
function on G+(lR) x 9” defined by 
J(g, z> =j(g, zJw, gE G+(R), zEGF. 
Then we have 
x(&J = J(k, , i.e), k,EK,, 
J(g,g,~z)=J(g,~g*z)J(g*~z). 
(A) 
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Let 8 E G(A& and define a complex-valued function oPe on G+(R) by 
cpe(g> = &+9, g E G+(W), and another function fe on G+ (I?) by the 
relation 
fdg) =J(g, i.e)-‘cp(s% g E G+(R). PI 
It is trivial to verify, using (A), (i), and (ii), that &(gk,) =fe(g) for all 
k,EK,, g E G+(R). Therefore, fe is a function on the coset space 
$j” = G+ (lR)/K,. It is easily proved by a simple calculation that we have 
fe(Y . z> =m z)-‘fe(z)~ zE$j”, yEZ-,=QeK), (2) 
where, as a matter of present and future convenience, we identify the 
arithmetic group r, with its projection into G+(R), which is a discrete 
subgroup of the latter. We now further require that rp, in order to be an 
element of d(K, w), must satisfy 
(iii) fe is a holomorphic function on $j” for every 19 E G(Af). 
Thenf, is a holomorphic modular form of weight w with respect to Te in the 
usual sense. We shall discuss its Fourier expansion, as well as the Fourier 
expansions of the functions induced by a, on the different components of 
G+(a), in part II (referred to in the Introduction). 
5.2. Eisenstein Series 
One may construct modular forms on G ’ (A) by means of Eisenstein 
series. For this one needs to specify certain data relative to G+(A). 
Following certain notations of [2,22], let P denote the Q-parabolic subgroup 
R,,QB of G = RkIPGL,, where B is the group of upper triangular matrices in 
GL,, and, as before, K is an open compact subgroup of G(A,). Let w E Z be 
non-negative and define a rational character p on P, trivial on the center of G 
and defined over Q, by putting 
noting that for our choice of P, the value of p(p) is independent of z, and 
that the homomorphism so defined of P+(lR) into Rx is given by rational 
functions in the coordinates on P that are invariant under the permutations 
of coordinates (zl ,..., zn) on fi” coming from elements of ,F? = Aut(k). We 
have p(b) > 0 for every b E P+ (IR) = G+ (If?) A P(lR). The group X,(P) of 
rational characters of P defined over Q and trivial on the center of G is a 
rank-one free abelian group, and if 
b=(jyd ;) >..., (; ;))EP+(R), y, ,..., y,>o, 
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then ~(4 = (.h y2 ... y,)“, while the character p,, corresponding to w  = 1 is a 
generator of X,(P). Call w  the weight of p. If R is any subring of C, let S(R) 
denote the ring of R-valued functions on the double coset space 
Let s be an element of S(Q). 
Now let K = G(z) N GL,(O), where 0 is the maximal compact subring of 
A(k),. Following the notation of [22], let B denote the 5-tuple of objects 
(G, P, p, K, s). We use this to construct a function 
#e: G+(A)+ C 
as follows: By the discussion at the bottom of p. 28 of [2] (for which it is 
easily seen here that the necessary conditions are satisfied with respect to the 
p-adic Iwasawa decompositions) we know that 
G+(A)=P+(A).G(f).K,; 
therefore, if g E G’(A), we may write g = bx, b E P+(A), x = xfxm, 
X,E&, xJE G(Z), and we define 
t&9= ldbh~J(xm~i49 
where 1 IA is the adelic norm for which the product formula holds, and p and 
J are defined with respect to the same w. #e is a well-defined function on 
G’(A) and, because of the product formula for number fields which implies 
(p(b)(,= 1 for all b E P(Q), we have #a(bg)=#dg) for all b E P’(Q), 
g E Gt (A). Therefore the following series 
&e(s)= -5- 
P+(Q)F+(Q)% 
s(w) 4 d?%), gE G+(A), (3) 
is well defined if it converges. It converges normally on (i.e., uniformly 
absolutely on compact subsets of) G+(A) if w  > 1 by a criterion of 
Godement [ 16,4]. (The criterion referred to is for Eisenstein series on the 
adele group of a semi-simple group, but applies here as well because #e is 
Z(A)-invariant, hence is effectively a function on PGL,(A(k)), and 
Z(Q) c P+(Q)-> B ecause #a satisfies (i), (ii) with y E P+(Q) and because of 
the definition of s, ga satisfies (i) and (ii). 
We now specialize the choice of s in the following ways. First we 
decompose G+(A) into double cosets: 
G+(A)=()G+(Q)dG+(R)K. 
e 
@Cl) 
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Here 0 runs over a finite set of elements of G(L$) such that their deter- 
minants det(8) are ideles of k constituting a full set of representatives of the 
narrow ideal classes I* of k. This follows easily from the known [3] decom- 
position (with K = G(Z)) 
G(A) = u G(Q) wG(R) K, (DC21 
where w runs over a finite set of elements of G(L$-) whose determinants 
constitute a set of representatives of the ideal classes of k. 
If 8 is one of the representatives in the decomposition (DCl), the double 
coset space 
T,=G+(Q)\G+(Q)BG+(R)K/K,K 
may be identified with the quotient space r,\!$“, where Te = T(‘K), and 
therefore is connected; the connected set BG+(R) contains a full set of the 
representatives of the double cosets constituting 7;; and we may take 0 in 
the form 
where u = id(8’ - ‘) represents a narrow ideal class t + , and then Te = Tot in 
the notation of earlier sections. A modular form in ‘pP(K, w) viewed as a 
holomorphic function on the quotient space OG’(R) K/K,K by means of 
the relation (B) of Section 5.1 is a modular form of weight w with respect to 
the arithmetic group Ts. For fixed 0 we have a finite double coset decom- 
position 
G+(Q)= u Pi(Q)a 
tYEC(B) 
PC”) 
where 
and C(r3) consists of a finite set of cz such that g.c.d. @I -‘c, , d,) runs over a 
complete set of representatives of the ordinary ideal classes of k. (This may 
be proven in exactly the same way [28] as for the Hilbert modular group for 
which P = o. The proof of Hurwitz’ lemma (used in 1281) for the more 
general case is mutatis mutundis the same as in 120, pp. 246-2481.) 
For fixed 19 and fixed a E C(0), let C(0, a) be the double coset 
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and let se+ E S(Z) be the characteristic function of the single double coset 
P+(Q)aBG+(R)K=C(8,a)~BG+(IR)K 
(the latter equality resulting from a straightforward calculation). In this case, 
denote the sum 8,(g) of the series (3) by &?O,a,w. This series, 
B B,w(g) = x ’ Q&‘gh gEB.G+(R)K, 
P+(Q)\c(o.o)3y 
satisfies (i), (ii) and is non-zero only on the double coset 
G+(Q) eG+(lR)K. 
That is to say, the function E 
5.1 with a, = cF?@,~,~ 
O,a,w =f defined by the relation (B) of Section 
on the double coset space 
G + (Q)\G + (AWK, 
is non-vanishing only on the component Ye of the latter. Moreover, Ee,n,w 
is a holomorphic function of 9”. To see this we only need to prove 
W,g) =J(g,, i.e)-‘$,(Sg), g = g, gf9 
is a holomorphic function on 5” for each gf E G(/$). In fact we show that if 
S=(Y f;) E G+(Q), th en h(S,g) as a function of z = g,(i.e) E 5” is 
holomorphic, by expressing this function by a formula. In fact, from the 
definitions and the fact that p(b) > 0 for b E P+(R) it is clear that 
~e(g)=9e(gc,,gf)=$a(g,)~,(gf)=~~gf)J(g,,i.e), 
so that if z = g,(i.e) E jj”, then by the cocycle relation (A) of Section 5.1 we 
have (S = S, S,) 
4% g) = ~a(~, kTf1 J(S, 9 z) 
=q4#fgf)N(a,d, -ba,cm)WN(cmz +&J”“, 
which is clearly holomorphic in z. Therefore, Ee,,,w is a holomorphic 
modular form of weight w  with respect to r, on 5” and c!?~,~,~ E d(K, w). 
We now give the explicit form of Eo,a,w on 
t?G+(lR)K/K,K-6” 
by letting 
gf=e= ” O 
( i 0 1 
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in the above formulae, where id(P) = u-l. In the following calculation 
denote qSe by 4. Let S= (: f;)=&S,EG+(Q)-GL,+(k),a,b,c,dEk, 
and g=g,EG+(R), z=g(i.e). We may write 8=Bf,8,=1EGt(R). 
Then what is 
We have 
for some K E K and a”,..., d’ E A(k), because of the local p-adic Iwasawa 
decomposition in GLZ(kp) which holds at each prime p of k. Then 
d’ = g.c.d(c”, d”) = g.c.d.(c,B’,, df) = g.c.d.(n-‘c, d). 
If p is a prime of k, let GL -/.I for a, /I E k,” denote that up-’ is a p-adic unit. 
Then for each p, a’d’ - C’(ad - bc) and p,,(( “0’ i:),) - u’pd’;‘, so that 
On the other hand 
J( g,, i . e)-’ . #(S, g,) =j(S, g,, i . e)“j( g,, i . e) I(‘ =j(S, g,, z)” 
N(ad - bc),” 
= N(cz + d),*‘@ ’ 
Taking the product of this with the product over all p of IIp( “0’ i:)l\,, we 
obtain (now replacing am,... by the rational numbers a,... themselves) 
h(S, g) = J(g,, i . e)-‘Wg) = 
N(u-‘(a-k, d)*)” 
N(cz + d)*, ’ 
where for fractional ideals 6, b, the g.c.d. is defined by 
(b, b) = n pinf(ordpb.ordpb), 
Let t be a fixed ideal class and b E t be an integral ideal representing that 
class. If a E C(0) and 
a= a, b* 
( i cm 4 
48 I /90/Z-2 I 
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belongs to Gt (Q) 21 G&+(k) is such that c, E ob, d, E b, and 
g.c.d.(u - ic, , d,) = b, then 
E e,a,w(z> = 1 
N(n+b’)‘+ 
Co-‘c,d)= b,(c,d)mod ox N(cz + d)2w * 
(This is clearly the same type of series as considered by Kloosterman in 
[26].) Choosing a different representative b of the class I obviously does not 
change EB,a,w. Therefore, put EB,a,w = EB,l,w. Denote the class f by I(a) to 
indicate the relationship between a and f = r(a). 
If s is any element of S(R), then on the component X, = 
0 s G+(lR)/K, = !+j” the Eisenstein series gK in (3), with a = (G, P, p, K, s), 
induces the modular form 
with respect to the arithmetic group Te = To+ . If we let s = 1 on G+(A), 
then on X, 
Of course this gives EB,l ,,” as a sum of terms each of which is the wth power 
of a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic function on X, ; therefore, as w  ranges 
over all positive integers >I, the family of functions {Ee,,,w} as well as, for 
each class I, the family of functions (E,, i,,,} has no common zeros on X, 
(cf. [ 1, p. 1471). If f = f(a) and a = (z f;), and if ice is the point (iao,..., io3) 
on the boundary of B”, then, in the usual sense, Ee,l,, has a non-zero 
constant term at the cusp a- ‘(ice) = K, = K(I) of a fundamental domain for 
Te and zero constant term at all other cusps corresponding to ideal classes 
I’ # f. Therefore we have (using the idea of 126, p. 1821): 
THEOREM 5. The Eisenstein series Ee,t,,,, as f runs over the ideal classes 
of k, are linearly independent for any fixed w > 1. For each class f, the only 
common zeros of the family of Eisenstein series (Ee,t,,,],,,bl on the Satake 
compacttjication Ye* of Ye are the images of the cusps I, t' # t. The 
Eisenstein series {Ee,l,,,}w> 1 (corresponding to the choice s = 1) have no 
common zeros at all on Ye*. Each of the Eisenstein series Ee,tq, is a 
modular form of weight w with respect to T, = TO+, and each of the 
Eisenstein series EB,l,w is a modular form with respect to the (Maass) group 
M,’ of Section 2. 
Of course To+ c M,’ c Nk+ (rs+), where Nki (r,’ ) is the normalizer of 
Tot in H+(k) and is described as a certain group extension of M,+ in 
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Theorem 4 of Section 4. It follows from the discussion relating to r, 
a E Hoi(D), and r* = (a, r) c Hoi(D) on p. 155 of [ 1 ] that the 
homogeneous isobaric quotients of degree zero for: 
I. the graded algebra of modular forms generated by all the Eisenstein 
series b%.J w> 1.t: idealclassofk, and 
II. the graded algebra of modular forms generated by all the 
Eisenstein series {Ee,l,w}w>l, 
are in each of the cases I and II the field of modular functions for a uniquely 
determined discrete subgroup r* of Hol($j”) containing the group r = Tot, 
respectively, r = M,+ . In case II, M,+ is a maximal discrete subgroup of 
Hol( = PGL,’ (R)“, hence in this case 
I-*nPGL,+(R)“=M; cPGL,+(k). 
In case I, we have in any event that 
r* n PGL,+(R)” c.M,+. 
5.3. Determination of r* n PGL,’ (k) in Case I 
We continue from the end of Section 5.2. Suppose S E G’(Q) = GL,’ (k). 
If 9 is any holomorphic function on !$“, define for z E b”, w E L + , 
S=(Y 9, 
(u, 1 S),(z) = p(S . z) N((ad - bc)(cz + d)-2)“. 
If v, is a modular form of weight w with respect to the discontinuous group r 
and if S E r, then 
Iff is a modular function invariant under r, expressed as a quotient (p,/02 of 
modular forms of weight w, then for S E r, 
Suppose that S E r* in case I. Then for every w > 1 and for every pair of 
classes f. f’ we must have 
as an identity among meromorphic functions on Sjn. Since S E I-* c Mot, S 
is the projective image of a two by two matrix S’ E GL, + (k) such that 
S’ E t9,, (IS’l)=r2, 
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for some fractional ideal r of k representing an ideal class I, of k, and we 
may assume r is integral and prime to (the numerator and denominator 
ideals of) u. SE TD+ if and only if I, = I,, the class of principal ideals. A 
direct calculation then shows that 
c%,l,wl% =-%,,lf,w7 (9) 
for all ideal classes t and for all weights w. We already know from Section 
5.2 that (Ee,l,,IS),=EB,,,w for all SE MD+. These relations together with 
Eqs. (7) and (8) of Section 5.2 imply that for every class f we have 
By Theorem 5, the left side is non-zero at the cusp rc(t) and zero at all 
other cusps, while the right side is non-zero only at the cusp ~c(t~t). It 
follows that 1, = I,, hence that S E r: . Therefore in case I we have 
I-*nPGLz+(k)=To+. 
5.4. Determination of r* as a Group Extension in H+(k) 
The main point here is to determine the image of I’* in .Y = Gal(k/Q) 
under the mapping 
r” =+ H + (k) + .Y, 
which occurs in the definition of H+(k) as a group extension. We continue 
to consider the elements of H+(k) as pairs (a, a), with a E PGL,‘(k) and 
CT E ;%, supplied with the group law as essentially explained in Section 4.1; in 
particular, (cr, a) = (cf, l)( 1, a). 
If u E .Y, again denote by Z, the permutation in S, defined in Section 4.1 
and acting on 5” by permutation of the coordinates. Iff is a holomorphic 
function on $“, deline for any CJ E .‘? 
(fI~>&> =fh . z), Zf$j”,WEZ. 
It is convenient for the present to denote Ee,l,w by E,,, , where /1 is the 
lattice (a,, a*) c k* and a, = bo, a2 = b are fractional ideals. Let I+ denote 
the narrow ideal class to which D belongs and let I denote the ordinary ideal 
class to which b belongs. Then I, = t’f, is the ideal class invariant of the 
lattice. We have 
E,,,(z) = - z Wa, adw 
(c,d)EA,(oi’c,a,‘d)=o 
qcz + dy. 
(c.d)mod OX 
00) 
(From this it is also easy to see the relationship of these Eisenstein series 
with those of Kloosterman [26], cf. also Klingen [25].) The right order of 
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/i = (ob, 6) (viewed as a set of row vectors) is 9p. An element (x,y) E /i is 
called a primitive element of /i if (a ;ix, a, - ‘y) = D. Thus, E,,, is formed 
by taking the sum over the associate classes of primitive elements of II. As 
we have seen, r* c Nk+(ro+) = Nk+(Mp+), and an element (a, a) E H’(k) 
normalizes To+ if and only if it normalizes the right order 9, of /i. Pick 
S E GL,+(k) having a as its image in PGL, + (k). Then the lattice 
/i ’ = (4 . S)-’ has right order 
since (a, 0) normalizes SO. Thus the right orders of LI and of A ’ are the 
same; therefore, /i’ = r . /i for some fractional ideal 
of k, whose class as an ideal of k depends only on f and (a, a). Therefore 
A’ = (a,‘, a,‘) = (b’a, b’), b’=r. b, 
and by local calculations it is easy to prove that right multiplication by S 
followed by application of O- ’ carries the primitive vectors of /1 to primitive 
vectors of/i’. Consequently we obtain 
that is, 
Clearly, then, 
(E o,l,wl (a, @>, =%l,w 
for all (a, o) E Nk+(Mp+). Therefore, in case II of the preceding sections we 
have r* = Nk+ (M,,’ ). In case I, r* consists of all (a, a) E N, ’ (Tot ) = 
Nkt(M,+) such that r(/i, (a, a)) - 1, for all lattices II = (bo, b), that is to 
say, such that (a, a) fixes all ideal classes of k (in the sense described) or, 
equivalently, fixes all vertices of a fundamental domain of I-, in X,, modulo 
the action of r,. 
Given u E F’, there exists S E GL,’ (k) with projective image a such that 
(a, a) normalizes 53?,, if and only if I”+ is in the same narrow class of ideals 
modulo squares of ideals as I+ itself because of (l)+ of Section 2.1. 
To summarize, we have: 
THEOREM 6. In case II, P is equal to Nkt (M,+) and is therefore 
defined by the group extension 
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where FF+ is the subgroup of F = Gal(k/Q) fixing the narrow ideal class 
modulo squares of ideals ?+ to which o belongs. 
In case I, I’* is equal to the subgroup of all (a, o) E N,’ (T,+) such that 
(a, a) fixes all ideal classes of k (in the sense described above). 
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